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Why Do Central Banks Exist?

by Michael S. Rozeff

False rationales of central banks. The widespread acceptance of false justifications for central
banking that masquerade as true reasons is truly astonishing. Mainstream economists hold to and
teach monetary doctrines analogous to the idea that the earth is flat, or that lead may be
transmuted into gold via alchemy, or that witches cause disease, or that phlogiston is essential to
combustion. We are dealing with totally false ideas that, nonetheless, are widely believed, and
believed by economists who profess that they are scientists. Modernity is no barrier against
grievous error, and certainly no barrier against self-serving beliefs and outright lies. Among these
false rationales are the following: 

(1) That a central bank is like any other commercial bank. This is false. A central bank is
endowed with government-legislated privileges that no ordinary bank possesses.

(2) That a central bank is needed to supply a country with money. This is false. Money existed
for thousands of years before central banks arrived and will exist when they are gone. This is also
false because the central bank paper money has no value except for its connection to the gold still
held by central banks.

(3) That a central bank brings price stability or aims for price stability. This is false. The era of
central banking is an era of money inflation, price instability, and extraordinary increases in the
prices of countless goods, that all exceed anything observed before central banking replaced the
free market. This is also false because the aim of central banks is to bring about money inflation.
This is an important source of revenue to many governments and the means by which banks are
enabled to expand their lending beyond normal bounds.

(4) That a central bank is needed to stabilize free market economies. This is false. Free market
economies are made less stable by the ups and downs of money produced by central bankers,
which finds its way into an economy by causing credit booms, asset price bubbles, and credit
busts.

(5) That central banks are independent of government. This is false. Governments empower
central banks and change their powers at will. The treasuries of governments interact with the
central bank, and the two together coordinate economic policies of the state. Government
officials choose central bank officials. It is highly doubtful that any central bank can stand up to
or go against a government for any prolonged length of time. Central banks accommodate
governments and bend to the desires of those in power.

(6) That central banks are needed as lenders of last resort and that they fulfill this function. Both
parts of this statement are false. Banks have numerous methods of handling their businesses
properly so that they do not run out of cash. If they do become insolvent, why should a central
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bank have a government-sanctioned power to bail them out? This shifts resources into banks that
have failed either because of poor business judgment or because they don’t have what it takes to
satisfy depositors. It harms banks that have run their businesses conservatively and encourages
them to behave irresponsibly. It also dilutes the worth of the currency, which penalizes all those
who hold it.

Lender of last resort? Nor do central bankers actually fulfill the function of lender of last resort.
The Federal Reserve Bank of Richmond lists six conditions that such a lender, within their own
chosen context of central banking theory, is supposed to meet. They include “(2) letting insolvent
institutions fail.” America’s central bank, the FED, has done just the opposite. They include “(3)
accommodating sound but temporarily illiquid institutions only, (4) charging penalty rates, (5)
requiring good collateral.” Instead the FED took on questionable collateral, which it refuses to
disclose, in order to accommodate insolvent banks at preferentially low rates of interest. The
FED certainly was not seen “(6) preannouncing these conditions in advance of crises so as to
remove uncertainty.” Instead, it scrambled and improvised new modes of lending at every turn.
As for “(1) protecting the aggregate money stock, not individual institutions,” the FED has
historically overprotected by continually inflating the money stock when there was no reason to
do so. In the latest episode, its enormous increase in the monetary base is unprecedented.

The central bank is actually set up to expand bank lending in good times and bad and to shield
banks from the results of their over-expansive lending policies when their loans go bad.

Suffusing all these myths is the grand myth that it takes experts, particularly expert economists,
to manage centrally an economy’s money and banking systems using the powers of government
and central banks; or that modern economists have developed knowledge and techniques to
compensate for the failings of free markets. Every part of this is false. What it takes for markets
to equilibrate or come to balance is the absence of central management. Prices change because
unobservable variables such as personal valuations and supplies are changing, and the price
changes restore balance. It is literally impossible for economists to keep tabs on the array of
goods, services, and their continually-changing prices, much less control them. The average
supermarket has 45,000 items with different prices. The Yellow Pages for Erie County, New
York has 1,200 pages of business listings alone, and each business deals in many different prices
of labor, goods, services, rents, and so on. The U.S. has over 22 million firms, each dealing in
unique prices. There are over 21 million unique auto parts accessible on one internet auto parts
concern alone. There are at least 100 million dwellings in the U.S., not to mention parcels of real
estate, each of which has unique location and pricing elements. The number of different kinds of
labor prices is enormous. Economists are completely incapable of modeling or understanding
equilibria in a highly complex collection of dynamic interrelated markets, and so what they do is
come up with aggregate “macroeconomic” models that ignore huge swaths of economic
behavior under the surface of the model’s limited number of equations and variables. Their
attempts to control free markets must necessarily make them diverge further from where
people’s actions are making them go. 
 

http://www.richmondfed.org/publications/research/economic_review/1989/er750202.cfm
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The question. If these are the self-serving false rationales and myths being perpetuated, what
then are the real reasons why central banks exist?

The answer. Central banks serve the interests of the State, ordinary banks, and central bankers.
Through central banks, the State monopolizes money. The aim is power and control. Central
banks organize ordinary banks into a cartel that replaces free market money and banking. The
aim is monopoly profit. The central banks along with their associated experts and economists
form a professional elite bureaucracy. Their aims are power, influence, and wealth. The rise of
central banking in major states is associated mainly with State and banking interests. The spread
of central banking in the twentieth century feeds from these sources as well as a general trend
toward social engineering and government bureaucratization that elevates experts to positions of
control, status, influence, and wealth as part of an elite.

Terms require definition. This answer is not a simple matter to prove, although it may seem
obvious when stated, not because any part of it is difficult, but because there are many
interwoven parts, each of which is relatively unfamiliar to most people. What, after all, are
ordinary banks and central banks? What is a free market? What is money? What is free market
money? What is monopolized State money? What benefits does the latter bring to ordinary banks
and government?

Blind alleys. The curious person who attempts to grasp the subject by reading textbooks that
explain how central banks work or what they do runs headlong into the false rationales just
outlined. That course provides little insight into the reality of the matter. One may examine the
history of central banking to gain a clearer perspective. This method requires the guidance of
concept and theory, as history does not by itself reveal the reasons behind what has happened. If
instead we dive immediately into the complex reality of today’s practices and procedures, we can
easily become confused. 

Cutting through the thicket. The solution to the problem of uncovering the most likely
rationales for central banking is to abstract from the particulars of the actual banking system with
its panoply of government central bank regulations, details, and activities. It is to step back and
imagine stripped down models of the essential realities, so that we can understand what goes on
in the real world and what effects regulations and institutional details have. I start by explaining
how a free banking market works in which there is rivalry of banks and no central bank. Then I
bring in central banking and government in order to understand their effects on a free banking
market so as to see why central banks have been brought into being. I proceed in an orderly and
logical way by explaining each basic term that is needed to understand the next level. In this way,
in just under twenty-five pages, I provide a reasonably in-depth conceptual understanding of
money and banking concepts, so that the reader can understand why I think that central banks
exist to benefit ordinary banks and government. This article does not examine central banking as
a manifestation of social engineering and the rise of a self-interested economics elite. If the
reader wants another approach with many insights, I recommend Gary North’s series that begins
here. I also recommend Vera Smith’s book “The Rationale of Central Banking” available here.

http://www.lewrockwell.com/north/north761.html
http://oll.libertyfund.org/?option=com_staticxt&staticfile=show.php%3Ftitle=1413&Itemid=27
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For guidance on what this article contains, the reader may usefully read the summary and
conclusions first.

Free market. A free market is a social condition of exchange in which non-violent exchanges of
goods and services are made by persons without imposing their wills on others with undue force,
that is, without behaving in a criminal or tortious manner. There is no force or fraud in free
market transactions. People choose to make their exchanges without being forced into them or
forcing others into them. In this way, people run their own shows. Neither they nor government
run anyone else’s shows against their wills. In order to maintain free market exchanges, people
expect one another to live up their contracts and bargains, and if they do not, then various agreed-
upon settlement and judgment procedures come into play to make good any harms that are
inflicted. A free market is brought into being by bringing an ethic of non-violent exchange into
being. The free market is an ideal, approached to various extents but not realized fully in
practice, but without this concept we cannot hope to understand and distinguish free market
money and banking vs. government-run money and banking.

Government. Free market government consists of those institutions that transacting persons
voluntarily accept (and do not impose on the unwilling) in order to mitigate criminal and tortious
behavior through the enforcement of contracts, which includes protection of rightfully-owned
property. Through the use of free market government, people attempt to keep the market free and
operating with a non-violent ethic. By definition, a free market government does not itself violate
contracts and bargains of exchanging parties. It is well-behaved. If a government uses force to
impose its will on people engaged in non-violent exchanges, such as by making them do certain
exchanges or preventing others that they’d like to do, then that government itself engages in
criminal and/or tortious behavior. I call such government ordinary government or else I simply
call it government. Existing governments are ordinary governments. They are not well-behaved.
They are not free market governments.

Free market money. The definition of money that follows comes in several parts, but all
describe money that arises in a free market. This is the only way that I know of to penetrate this
subject. If we start out by considering money in a non-free market, we won’t be able to grasp its
key aspects. I provide general definitions that aim at explaining the basic characteristics of all
goods that serve as money. They are not a complete exposition of the specific varieties of money
that are possible in a free market. The latter is impossible because in a free market the people
devise and choose their own monies.

Money – medium of account and unit of account. Money is first and foremost a medium of
account, which is then used to devise a unit of account. A unit of account is a certain amount or
measure of the medium of account. There can be no unit of account without there being a
medium of account, and a medium of account without a unit of account cannot serve its purpose.
The two are, in practical use, inseparable. Suppose that the medium of account is gold. Suppose
that the unit of account is called a “dollar” and that one dollar is 2 grains of gold by weight. The
dollar is inseparable from the number of grains of gold that gives it value. 
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Money - basis of prices. Once a medium of account is chosen (like gold) and a unit chosen (like
the dollar) that comprises a fixed amount of that medium of account, then the prices of other
items can be expressed in dollars and thus in terms of known amounts of the medium of account.
The unit of account is a measurable amount of a medium of account in terms of which the value
of another item or items is expressed. In this way, the medium of account with its associated
measure helps people comprehend the value of that item or items. The entire system of prices in
dollars goes back to its relation to the medium of account. A dollar can, for example, be defined
as a package consisting of a certain number of grains of gold and platinum. Gold and platinum
together are the medium of account, that is, the good by which people seek to account for the
worth of other goods using prices. The dollar that is defined as so many grains of gold and
platinum in combination is the unit of account, and that package then is the basis of pricing and
valuation in terms of the medium of account.

Alternative media of account. Suppose that the medium of account is defined as a certain kind
of cowrie shell. Then a cowrie shell of a specified size and quality may be the unit of account. Or
suppose that the medium of account is a cow. Then the unit of account might be a certain size
and quality of cow. There have even been imaginary media of account, such as an ideal ox. The
people using such an item understand the value meaning of such an item, even though they do
not exchange it or redeem in it. They use other media that they accept as bearing a relation to the
ideal ox. All such assets that serve as a medium of account, I shall henceforth, for simplicity, call
gold. The “dollar” is a name for a definite amount of the “gold”, which itself may be a package
of several underlying assets. Other names such as pounds, yen, rubles, rupees, euros, pesos, and
yuan are similar to dollars in relating back to certain quantities of the medium of account. I use
the term “dollar” to signify any such measure. 

Money – medium of exchange. A medium of exchange is any item that people use in
exchanges so as to avoid barter. A dollar bill is a medium of exchange, as are checks and debit
card entries. Credit card slips or electronic entries for them are linked closely to a medium of
exchange. They are short-term debts that are settled by bank account debits. Barter is a direct
exchange of one good or service for another. A money transaction uses a medium of exchange,
which means that one person accepts the dollar, say, in exchange for the good or service. That
person later can pass on the dollar to obtain a different desired good, asset, or service. The item
that gives value to the dollar, which is gold, need not be the medium of exchange. The medium
of account need not be the medium of exchange, but the worth of the latter depends on the
former. Once people are using money, which means that a given medium of account and a given
unit of account are in social use, then people can use other goods, whose value is then assessed in
terms of the money, in order to effect exchanges. Knowing, for example, that one cigarette is
worth 50 cents (one-half dollar), people might use cigarettes as a medium of exchange. 

Money – backing. Suppose that a barber pays a grocer in coupons good for haircuts, and the
grocer pays his wholesale supplier in these coupons. Suppose that the coupons begin then to
circulate as a medium of exchange or as a money. They are accepted as having value in the
exchange for other goods. The “gold” in this case, which is the asset (medium of account) that
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lends value to the medium of exchange (the coupon), is the haircut to be provided by the barber if
and when the coupon is redeemed. A single haircut might be the unit of account. Any asset or
medium of account that underlies the value of a money (here a coupon) being used as a medium
of exchange is said to back that money or provide backing for that money. Money without
backing may circulate if people do not realize that it lacks backing, but it will lose currency when
people discover that there is nothing that lends value to it.

Money – form of the dollar. The dollar is a standard measure, namely, so many grains of gold.
Its form as a medium of exchange can vary. A printed note or certificate for $10 issued by Garcia
is a possible exchange medium, as are dollar notes issued by the Federal Reserve or by Scotia
Bank. An electronic credit measured in dollars and issued by Jones Bank is a possible medium. A
paper check in dollars issued by Wal-Mart Corporation is a possible medium. The medium of
exchange need not be the actual item of value, gold, that underlies the unit of account. It can be
something else that relates to the unit of account. The medium need not be a physical note. The
various forms of the media of exchange may be convertible into the medium of account or into a
standard measure like the dollar.

Alternative monies. People can use almost anything as a medium of exchange, not just different
forms of dollars, as long as the media can be related to a medium of account; or to dollars and the
dollars back to gold. A railway company can pay its employees in railway tickets. Since they are
worth a certain number of dollars or other valuation metric, they can possibly be used as an
exchange medium. People need only recognize the worth of the tickets in terms of rides on the
railway. If there is a dominant form of money, such as gold and the dollar, then a medium of
account or a medium of exchange that is neither gold nor a dollar form is an alternative money.
Beaver skins were a medium of exchange in colonial America. It is possible for a certain size and
quality of beaver skin to have become the medium of account as well. Or a beaver skin could
become the unit of account as well, and be used instead of the dollar or the coins issued by Great
Britain or some other nation. Beaver skins were an alternative money as compared with coin, but
where coin was very scarce, beaver skins could become the medium of account and pass from
being an alternative money into being the dominant money. The notion of alternative money
alerts us to the fact that in a free market, several media of account can exist side by side.

Money – redemption or convertibility. People may wish at times to redeem their media of
exchange to obtain gold, i.e., the item or items that define the dollar. They may want to obtain the
medium of account; or they may simply want to redeem for some item or items of value even if
they are not the medium of account. A medium of redemption is whatever the issuer of a
medium of exchange has agreed to convert the medium of exchange into.

Money – complexity. The term “money” covers a lot of ground: the medium of account, the unit
of account, the media of exchange, alternative monies, and the media of redemption. The term
money refers variously to a good with the properties of: the medium of account, the unit of
account, the media of exchange, and the media of redemption. When we use the term money, we
can mean one or more of these things. Does money mean a single thing? Free people in free
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markets can and have developed numerous monies of different forms, while all being money by
sharing these properties. In order to see how central banking and State money alter these
properties, we do not need to pin the label money on any one of these to the exclusion of the
others. Still, I would say that money is first and foremost a medium of account. None of the other
properties come alive without that role being played by a good, and that good is money. The
media of exchange may be that good itself, or they may not. If they are not, they are very close to
being that good or convertible into it or having a value based on it. That is why we colloquially
call them money too. 

Fiat money. Fiat money is forced money. Government usually supplies the force, so that fiat
money is State-money or government-money. It is money that contains elements that do not
occur in free market money or that are contradictory to free market money or that undercut free
market money. One or more of the aspects of money – medium of account, unit of account,
medium of exchange, and medium of redemption – are instituted or altered or eliminated or
corrupted by use of violence or threat of violence, partly or wholly, and not by the willing
acceptance of the persons making exchanges. The use of force varies in extent as well as manner
or form, so that the resulting fiat monies vary. They may have certain aspects of free market
money and not others. For example, the dollar’s unit of account value has been changed by the
government edict. The dollar has been stopped from being a silver coin. The government at one
time issued paper dollars and later the central bank issued them. At one time the issuer would
exchange these paper dollars for gold. At other times, it ceased such exchanges and even forbid
private exchanges. Still later, private exchanges of gold were allowed. Innovative media of
exchange became legally forbidden. All of this kind of money manipulation affects one or more
of its properties using force or government edict, and the resulting money, which can have any
number of alterations, is fiat or forced money.

Bank – ordinary. Now we look into banks and how they produce bank money. It is hard to say
a priori what free market banks might look like, what free market bank money might look like,
and what their legal and financial properties might be. I take an ordinary or conventional bank to
be a business whose assets and liabilities are primarily financial in nature. Its liabilities consist
mainly of demand and time deposits, some or all of which can be withdrawn very quickly or on
short notice at the will of the depositors under terms of exchange mutually agreeable to the banks
and the depositors. The bank’s demand deposit liabilities are typically money in the sense of
being used as a medium of exchange; but they are not a medium of account. The redemption
properties depend on the arrangements between banks and depositors. Free market demand
deposits are capital supplied to the bank and owned by the bank as long as they remain deposited.
These deposits are loans to the bank, but they are loans subject to call or withdrawal by
depositors. In a free market, they may be withdrawn by check, by note, or by redeeming in gold.
In the current fiat money system, banks have stopped the option of redeeming in gold with the
exception of a handful of new banks that have started in recent years (see here.) Some deposits,
like savings deposits, are also available on demand effectively, and they too can be withdrawn on
demand and used as means of payment. Time deposits require waiting until they mature before
they can be converted into money. Bank assets consist mainly of direct loans and securities that

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/GoldMoney
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are loans.

Banks of other kinds. A merchant bank is a company whose liabilities are ordinary stocks,
bonds, and other debts, that are not available on demand and that are not a medium of exchange.
Merchant bank asset investments also differ from those of ordinary banks; they take on a variety
of more risky involvements with businesses. An investment bank also does not have liabilities
that are money, and its activities involve all manner of capital market activities having to do with
raising capital, trading securities, facilitating company corporate financing, and advising
companies. In contrast to these kinds of banks, the key feature of an ordinary bank is that its
deposits can be withdrawn and are used as money.

Banks – safe deposits. The term “bank” has one meaning of a repository that collects assets
from a number of persons and stores them in safekeeping. Banks clearly do more than this, but
safety deposits are one function. Legally, a safe deposit’s title remains with the owner who makes
the deposit; the bank cannot use it in any way. It cannot make loans of items that are placed in
safety deposit boxes or in safe keeping areas of the bank. If a bank makes loans of items such as
gold bars, then the item is no longer held in the title of the depositor. It is the property of the
bank; the banker has loaned the items to the bank. The depositor’s property right is then to
demand a similar item back from the bank.

Banks create loans and deposits. The main business of banking is not safety deposit. How does
an ordinary free market bank operate? One of the major features of a bank is that it creates loans
and deposits simultaneously. Any of us can do the same if we start a bank. I can lend you
$10,000 worth of electronic Rozeff credits and simultaneously open a checking account for you
so that you can write checks in Rozeff credits. An electronic credit is an accounting entry that
represents certain obligations. As the borrower, your obligation is to repay the credits with
interest. My obligation as issuer is to accept these credits as discharging your obligation. The
term “electronic credit” is like a demand deposit. 

Currency. As a banker, I can provide you with printed Rozeff certificates if you want hand-to-
hand currency instead of checks. The printed certificate is like the paper money and coin we use.
I will use the term currency to mean this hand-to-hand form of the electronic credits.

Derivative money. A derivative money is money that is based upon another money that is the
basic unit of account or medium of account. The demand deposits of banks are a derivative
money. They are not currency, but they are convertible into dollars of currency whose value in
turn depends on the medium of account that defines the dollar. If a bank has capital assets
consisting of gold or dollars, it can proceed to issue notes or demand deposits against this capital.
If these circulate as media of exchange, then they become derivative money. A bank in a foreign
land might hold U.S. treasury bills as an asset and issue currency against the bills, in which case
that currency is derivative money. Notes that are issued against gold are actually derivative
money, since their value derives from the gold. Travelers’ checks are derivative money. In some
companies, known as open-end mutual funds, the stockholders can turn in the stock to the
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company and redeem it in dollars once a day when they want. When these shares vary very little
in price, as in the case of money-market mutual funds, one can write (usually large) checks on the
fund and pay others with them. In that case, the money-market funds are a derivative money. 

Fractional reserve operations. As noted earlier, free market banks may be asset repositories
that do not extend loans at all. They may be depositories for assets to be held in safekeeping.
Such banks are offering safety deposit boxes as their core service. But most banks will extend
loans and create demand deposits that exceed the amount of gold they hold. They can do this
because most depositors most of the time do not all demand redemption at the same time. They
may be able to do this, with the knowledge of depositors, because the profits from loans can be
used to defray the bank’s costs of providing checking, clearing, and lending services, which
otherwise would have to be charged to the bank’s users. The gold or assets held for immediate
redemption purposes will not be the full amount of deposits, but rather a fraction of these
deposits in a fractional reserve bank. They cannot do this in a free market unless depositors
agree to the terms of the account. Many depositors will agree, mainly because of the lower cost
of services of the bank and the use of the money.

Fractional reserve controversy. Free market proponents are divided in their views of the
propriety of free market fractional reserve banking by ordinary banks. Led by Murray Rothbard,
one school of thought believes that any fractional reserving is fraudulent, even in a free market.
This school believes that banks should only be banks for safe deposits in which deposits remain
the property of their depositors and are not demand loans to the bank. I and others believe that
this matter is up to market participants in a free market to decide for themselves. The Rothbard
school regards fractional reserving as wrong for all banks, be they free market banks or central
banks. My view is that we must be careful to distinguish a free market use of fractional reserves
and a non-free market use by a central bank that has received power from the government to
create fiat money. Only the latter undermines the free market. Since fractional reserving is likely
to emerge in a free market, the rest of this article assumes its existence and explains central
banking’s rationale from that perspective. 

Establishing a circulation. Whether or not other people will accept the Rozeff checks and
certificates as a medium of exchange (a money) and under what conditions they will accept them
in a free market requires explanation. I assume that my bank has established a circulation, which
means a flow of my credits to and from the bank. It’s helpful to digress briefly to explain how I
might do this. As a bank, I want people generally to accept my credits and use them as a medium
of exchange. I want to establish a circulation of my credits as money. I can do that by starting the
bank with some assets I own, such as gold, that have undisputed value. Gold is not essential, but
some asset of known value that can be redeemed is necessary. I use “gold” as a convenient term
for such an asset, but I could use the established money of another bank or other valuable
securities, in which case I will be creating a derivative money. I can then arrange to pay people
for their services to me either with electronic credits or with printed certificates that are
exchangeable for gold (or this other established money) under conditions that are mutually
agreeable to us. What conditions? For any persons who accept these credits, I will establish a free
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account for them at the bank if they wish. I will issue checks to them for their use, and I will clear
all checks they may use and keep track of their exchanges with others. I obligate myself to accept
deposits of these credits and my printed certificates when people bring them to the bank. I also
obligate myself to exchange them for gold under ordinary circumstances, but I reserve the right to
delay redemption and/or to redeem the certificates in interest-bearing loan participation notes
based on my loans held as assets and/or to redeem them in the notes of other highly-regarded or
safe banks. I agree to pay a small interest charge to depositors that varies with market conditions.
I may offer other services such as accepting deposits in the money issued by other banks. I may
organize merchants and manufacturers to become part-owners in the bank so that they may
employ the clearing and settlement operations of the bank to offset their transactions with one
another. They will benefit from having a currency, as will their employees. Their participation
can go a long way toward establishing a circulation. Depositors agree that their deposits are loans
to the bank and that I as banker can lend them to others. This helps defray the costs of running
the bank; it helps keep the deposit and clearing services “free.” Various circumstances may
enhance the acceptability of my credits as money. I have to prevent counterfeiting of certificates.
I have to prevent losses due to false checks and signatures. My money’s success may be helped if
competing kinds of money, such as gold coins, are in short supply, too costly, subject to coin
clipping and deterioration, costly to weigh and use, subject to loss and theft, and costly to bring
into production. If I keep my costs down, then I can pay interest on deposits whereas banks that
use metal money may be charging for its storage. 

Non-uniform money. In a free market with many banks like mine, each bank or combination of
banks issues its own notes. Bank money is not uniform in risk due to differences in how the
banks operate and make loans. Bank monies are likely to be uniform in unit of account, although
not necessarily so, because it is convenient to use the dollar over a broad region and clear
accounts among competing banks. Nevertheless, people are free to use competing media of
account, and they may make serious inroads to banks as we know them today.

Clearing of accounts. A bank receives checks and currency of other banks, and other banks
receive its checks and currency. These are exchanged against one other by presenting them for
payment or offsetting what is owned and owed at rates of exchange of the notes involved. The
settlement or clearing procedures are also known as offset. In a free market banking system, that
which is not offset is settled by a transfer of gold. The presentation of notes to a bank with a
request for gold from that bank to settle an outstanding balance is a key element in restraining
banks from issuing too many notes; for they must continually meet these demands of other banks.
If a bank makes loans that are not returning its credits to the bank, but these notes are finding
their way to other banks, it will experience an outflow of reserves. This tells the bank that it has
to restrain further lending or take other action to replenish reserves.

Discounted notes. Those who exchange bank notes in commerce do not have to exchange them
at their face value. If a bank is thought to be unsound because of its lending policies, which is
where an element of risk comes in, then its notes may trade at a discount to face value. This
means that if a price is stated as $20 for a shirt, where the $20 refers to sound and redeemable
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money that relates to a known unit of account, and if a $1 bank note of a particular bank has
fallen in worth to less than $1, then the price paid in those notes must be higher than $20. For
example, if a $1 Bank of Greenspan note sells at $0.91, then the shirt costs $20/$0.91 = $21.98 in
these Bank of Greenspan notes. Depreciation of a bank note means that prices of items in those
notes are higher than prices of notes that retain their value. In the semi-free-banking era of the
U.S. (1837-1862), printed tables with note values were circulated much as stock tables are
circulated today.

Loan amounts. A bank operating to gain profits in a free market does not create indefinitely
great amounts of money based upon indefinitely great amounts of loans extended to any and all
comers. That policy will not be profitable, for if loans are not repaid, the bank finds that its
deposits exceed the value of its assets, which are the loans that the bank has made. Depositors
will be drawing out more credits than the bank has flowing in from loan repayments, and the
bank will face a cash (gold) shortage. The bank’s obligations (its deposits) will exceed its assets,
and the bank may become insolvent or go bankrupt. The bank’s entire business success depends
upon evaluating loan risks wisely and controlling its loan extensions. It wants its loans to be
repaid with interest. Creating money or deposits in an uncontrolled fashion by uncontrolled loan
creation does not accomplish this purpose. In other words, free market fractional-reserve banking
cannot go “too far” without becoming problematic.

Gold’s functions. In the free market situation so far described, the bank promises to redeem
deposits on demand in gold, subject to delays and substitutes under pre-specified contractual
conditions. Gold or other redeemable assets serve several purposes. The bank has to maintain
some assets of known value in order to establish the circulation. These assets, called reserves,
meet demands of depositors who want to withdraw funds in that form. Banks hold gold because
they have promised to redeem demand deposits (or their electronic credits) for gold on demand,
with some flexibility and alternate redemption privileges. This promise and meeting this promise
assure depositors that the loans are producing a flow of credits back to the bank, so that using the
deposit credits as money is safe. Thus, the gold that is held serves as a commitment device of the
bank that simultaneously enables depositors to monitor the soundness of the bank’s loans and,
through their own actions, constrain the bank to a safe course of operation.

Flow of credits. The bank’s deposits and circulating notes or certificates are money. They may
be called credits because when they are created, the bank credits deposit accounts. A fractional
reserve bank succeeds when the value of its loans is maintained. How does this work? Suppose
the bank lends to a business. After the loan is made and the demand deposit created, the business
writes checks and draws down the account. People who patronize the business give the business
the bank credits (i.e., money) of this and other banks. The business uses these credits to pay off
its loans; it also deposits them in the bank. A good loan to a productive business is a loan to a
business that succeeds in selling to the public and gains credits sufficient to deposit in its account
and then repay the loan. This means that the good loans produce a flow of credits returning to the
bank to be used to discharge loan obligations. The accounting for this goes as follows. When the
loan is created, the bank debits Loans and credits Deposits. When the loan is paid off, the bank
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credits Loans and debits Deposits. Money is created when the bank makes the loan. It is
eliminated when the loan is repaid. By contrast, bad loans produce insufficient flow of the bank’s
money back to the bank. Instead, the credits flow into deposit accounts of persons who received
the credits. Since they did not pay them to the business, the business cannot pay off its loan. The
result is that when depositors write checks, the bank has to use up its reserves.

Reserve position. For this kind of a system to function properly, the bank has to publish
sufficient data so that depositors can assess the bank’s reserve position and infer the status of its
loans. The bank is then constrained in its loan and money creation. It must try to make good
loans. If it doesn’t, then its reserves fall as depositors start to withdraw funds. The bank’s money
may then fall to a discount as people become more reluctant to accept it. This can lead to a rapid
shrinkage in bank deposits if the bank does not act quickly to remedy the problem. For this
reason, banks must hold reserves. Gold is a primary reserve. Next, the bank will hold secondary
reserves in the form of securities that find a ready market near current prices. The bank will
maintain correspondent relations with other banks that provide it with lines of credit. This
provides insurance against unusual deposit withdrawals. The bank demands collateral for loans,
so that if loans go bad the bank can recover assets. The banks owners may be willing to add
personal capital to the bank at certain times. This extends the owner liability and insures
deposits. All of these sound banking practices have arisen in markets of the past so that the bank
can remain viable as a fractional reserve bank. The history of banking likewise contains many
instances where banks failed due to unsound and unsavory practices of lending. More worrisome
are the cases where clusters of banks have failed when many loans have gone bad due to
investment projects failing to pay back as expected.

Bank success and failure. If all loans are sound loans and are repaid, then all the deposits
extended to businesses are extinguished along with their loans. The bank is left with some profit
as some of the credits that it placed into circulation return to it and no longer need to be
exchanged for gold. If loans are bad loans and the borrowers repay nothing, all the credits remain
either in circulation or in deposit accounts of non-borrowers. In this case, the bank may fail. It
may not have enough gold or assets to honor its credit obligations, unless the owners contribute
more personal capital or the bank has arranged in other ways to gain capital. To succeed, banks
cannot undertake loans that place them at risk of not continually receiving a flow of credits.
There are entire categories of possibly profitable higher risk loans that the free market bank may
choose not to take on without risking its survival. These include illiquid loans, long-term loans,
risky loans such as in real estate, investments in stocks, leveraged loans, loans on insufficient
collateral, and so on. To succeed, banks will also develop ways to increase their safety. They will
not risk lending too much to any one lender. They will monitor closely those to whom they lend.
They will demand collateral for loans.

Free market restrains loan risk. In a free market, banks restrain themselves from partaking of
all manner of risky loans as a matter of policy; or else they expose themselves to undue risk of
failure. The restraint has a source in the actions of note holders who, upon observation of the
bank’s reserve position and/or the worth of the currency, can withdraw funds at will. Risk-averse
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people can always choose to use safekeeping banks and not hold the bank’s notes at all. Other
people will tend to accept the bank’s credits as payments for goods and services if they think the
bank’s loans are good loans, for that means that there is a flux of credits back to the bank. In
order to safeguard their wealth, the depositors in a fractional-reserve bank have no choice but to
constrain the bank’s managers, either by specific agreements or by monitoring the worth of the
bank’s notes. If note holders think that the bank is emitting more credits than are flowing back to
it, then they will have greater doubt of the worth of the credits and demand redemption. Risk-
averse depositors will rapidly spend notes and/or withdraw gold from a bank whose safety
becomes questionable. The bank’s notes may then come to trade at a discount. There may even
be a run on the bank as depositors and note holders rush to be first in line to receive gold in
return for the credits they are holding. This ever-present threat constrains the bank’s lending
policies. Because of the “on demand” nature of bank liabilities (deposits) that are convertible into
the medium of redemption, free market banks must control the risk of their loan portfolios. 

Overcoming loan constraints. The free market bank’s very nature of having liabilities that can
be withdrawn in gold (or other such redemption media) upon the depositor’s demand powerfully
constrains the banking operation. If only these restraints on risky lending could be overcome, the
way would be open to greater lending, greater deposit creation, and greater profits. Banks have
found a way to remove those bonds. It is accomplished by using the power of government and
central banking. Politics does away with the free market in banking by replacing it with a new set
of rules that have the force of law. If banks ally and combine themselves via a central bank and
other government laws, then they are able to undermine the market forces that restrain their
lending. In the non-free market, separate competing banks will maintain some rivalry but they
will be formed into a centrally-controlled cartel arrangement. The new arrangement gives them
leeway to make more loans of higher risk. This necessarily means they take on more loans that
are more likely to go bad. From the viewpoint of the banks, the purpose of a central bank is to
coordinate this arrangement and thus enhance the profits of the banking system. I do not suggest
that banks went in this direction historically in a straight shot. Far from it. The history of central
banking and banks is complex and varies greatly among countries. But at the end of the day,
banks cozied up to the idea of central banks providing them with official central bank notes that
they could use as reserves, of providing these notes when they were under pressure from loan
defaults or deposit outflows, and of centering the entire banking industry around such notes.
Banks found that a cartel arrangement around a government-sanctioned central bank enabled
them to extend their lending. The central bank could provide them with an inexpensive and
expansible money base upon which the banks could create derivative money. If bad loans
cropped up, the central bank could bail them out by making them loans against the loan
collateral.

Capital market competition. The riskier loans that banks do not make in free markets do not go
unmade if the banks are not making them and the loans promise the requisite returns. They will
be made through the capital markets, which means those markets that collect investor wealth,
aggregate it, and provide it to companies and other enterprises in return for their securities like
stocks and bonds. Companies can obtain capital by issuing bonds and stocks directly to investors.
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Ordinary banks are not needed and are ill-suited for much of this capital sourcing.

Central banking rationale - banks. Banks would like to make profitable capital market kinds
of loans, but their liability structure and the use of their deposits as money preclude this in a free
market. Banks cannot at the same time be banks and mimic pools of equity capital that are
looking to invest in high-risk ventures. The main rationale for the central banking system from
the point of view of the banks is therefore to subvert the free market check on bank lending and
allow banks to make more risky loans than the free market banking system permits. The banks
want to get into the capital markets, even though the securities that they issue (bank deposits used
as money) are inappropriate for the purpose. To accomplish this feat, they need to find a way to
induce depositors not to withdraw funds in gold or not to withdraw funds at all, even if loans are
endangering the bank’s ability to meet deposit withdrawals. One way to do this is to unite the
banks into a system that is supplied some sort of reserves by a central bank, so that the system
can meet withdrawals, even if some individual banks are weak, and so that the system will look
strong to note holders. With enough reserves fed into the system, even weak banks will tend to be
shored up by receiving deposits when other banks create loans. The rest of this article supports
this contention that the main purpose of a central bank as far as banks are concerned is to remove
free market restraints on bank lending and open the door to wider bank lending that could not be
sustained in a free market.

Central bank expositions. The usual textbook treatment of central banks goes about its
exposition by describing the details and main features of central banks as they are today.
Expositions often provide supposed reasons for the bank’s features that are little more than false
apologies for the bank’s existence. The textbook approach prevents an accurate understanding of
why its features exist. It misleads very badly. It is hard to find subjects that are so layered over
with so much confusion and misconception. This serves the purposes of two main parties: banks
in the system and the national government. So instead of following a textbook approach, I
explain the central bank by the ways that their workings help the member banks overcome the
free market and replace it with a central bank/member bank system that gives the banks more
leeway to make all sorts of loans.

Central bank – its distinctive characteristic. A central bank is a bank whose signal powers
are established by national legislation or national government. It is therefore not a free market
institution. Free market banks in a free market could conceivably associate to form one or more
central banks that serve various purposes for them, and I explore this hypothetical action below,
but they would not be central banks in today’s worldwide meaning because they are not
empowered by the force of government. To focus on a central bank’s operations as a bank or to
focus on its so-called independence or on its ownership structure as it relates to member banks is
all well and good, but let us not miss the main point: A central bank has official powers.

Central bank’s key power. The government gives the central bank several powers that work
together. The most important ones can be summed up as follows. The government legislates a
forced or fiat money that must be accepted as a medium of account, a medium of exchange, and a
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medium of redemption. All individual bank notes are replaced by a single, uniform bank note
issued by the central bank. The government gives the central bank a monopoly on issuing these
notes. It gives the central bank the power to issue any amount of these notes. I analyze these
measures and others in more detail below in order to show how they end the free market and
encourage far more bank loans and far more risky bank loans.

Central banking rationale - government. In today’s world, national governments legislate the
setup and rules governing central banks and other critical aspects of the monetary system. From
the point of view of national government, the central bank has two major interrelated benefits.
These are control and revenue. The people who finance the government are taxpayers. In a
proper system of government, they can, if they choose, control the government by supplying or
not supplying funds. Although most systems of government are such that the taxpayer control
over government is, to a large degree, thwarted, this does not satisfy those in government. Like
the banks, the government wants to get out from under the constraint of being beholden to those
who supply it with its revenues, that is, the people it governs. It wants to overcome the “consent
of the governed” and be able to rule with a freer hand, enacting the measures it wishes.
Government borrowing is a form of deferred taxation, since interest is paid indefinitely by future
taxpayers. When the banking system buys government debt, this substitutes for taxes levied by
the legislature. Since the central bank has the power to create money at will throughout the whole
banking system, it can buy government bonds. Moreover, the ordinary banks in the system can be
induced to support government borrowing by their bond purchases. This loosens the ability of the
people to control government’s spending and activities. The monopoly creation of money by the
government brings it revenue directly, which is another revenue benefit called seigniorage
(discussed below.) In many countries, this mounts up to 5-25 percent of government spending.
Since central bank money creation affects economic activity, the government gets another major
benefit: It exercises some control over economic activity. This also subverts the free market.
More generally, having a single form of government-produced money prevail over its territory
intermeshes the government with the society’s business exchanges. It makes society depend on
government money and on government. It reinforces government dominance. The added control
via money and central banking gives the government enhanced leverage over the people it
governs. The government obtains freedom of action and enhances its ability to exercise its
powers. From the viewpoint of the government, the purpose of a central bank is to enhance its
power to control the people it governs. 

Loosening bond market control. Legislated taxes are visible; they can be connected to their
source. They are to some extent controllable by voting. Borrowing is less visible in that it shifts
taxes to future generations of taxpayers. But a government that borrows has to pay market rates
of interest, and that constrains borrowing. The bond market is a capital market that finances
government, and whoever finances has control. The government aims to loosen this control. A
central bank loosens bond market control by itself becoming a major factor in the bond markets.
The central bank can buy any amount of bonds merely by writing checks on itself and thereby
creating bank reserves that are convertible into money. The banks can use their reserves to buy
government bonds. The central bank system supports the government’s ability to issue bonds no
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matter what the bond market thinks. In fact, the central bank can use its unlimited checkbook to
manipulate the bond market to go where it wants it to go. This power has its limits. The central
bank cannot and does not use this power in an unconstrained way, for it too is subject to market
expectations of inflation. But since bond traders cannot fight the central bank’s one-sided purse,
they often stand aside and allow it to have its way for significant periods of time. It can take time
before interest rates rise in the face of central bank buying of bonds. 

Fiat money vs. gold. Free market banks use gold (or other assets) as the medium of account and
as the basis for media of exchange, with deposits being convertible into a medium of redemption
that is agreeable to depositors. Fiat or forced money loosens these links without severing them
completely. The fiat money dollar separates the dollar from the tight connection with the value
package that defines the dollar in terms of gold. Instead of being defined as a fixed amount of
gold, the dollars are produced without regard for the official link. They are debased dollars. The
dollar largely loses its connection to gold and becomes simply a name for the note. The forced
money severely undermines, without entirely destroying, the economic incentives in the free
market banking system. To understand how the system introduces fiat money is the work of the
next few paragraphs.

Free market central bank – an unworkable idea. Suppose that free market banks try to get
around the free market by setting up a centralized bank. Imagine that the free market banks set up
a kind of free market central bank, whose purpose is to supply banks with central bank money
when the banks experience unusual deposit withdrawals. The idea the banks have is to make
illiquid, riskier, and more profitable loans; but they do not want to have to sell them at distressed
prices if risk-averse depositors who fear for the bank’s safety withdraw deposits at times when
the loans appear distressed. They think about funding this common central bank with gold, and
the central bank can then issue its notes that are as good as gold to the banks when they bring it
loans as collateral. This hypothetical central bank is not a fractional reserve bank and not a
government creation. This blueprinted central bank will be a subsidiary to all the banks, but it
will be given independence only to make these loans upon good collateral. The most important
fact about such a design is that it will never get off the ground. The banks will be unable to
establish such a central bank because they will not be able to agree on who is to fund the bank
and with how much gold, and they won’t be able to agree on what banks will get how much in
emergencies. The stronger and more conservatively run banks will not wish to participate. They
have little reason to want to bail out the weaker banks and encourage them to make even worse
loans. The banks will not be able to agree on enforcement of their agreements or on who will
manage the bank. In short, they will have trouble forming a cartel because they have disparate
interests and no way to reconcile and control them.

Correspondent banks. The free market central bank, if it could be formed, is an arrangement by
which banks co-insure against untimely withdrawals and the insurer, the central bank, has been
given leeway to turn banks down when they approach it for loans. The same kind of arrangement
can be devised between a small bank that obtains a line of credit from a larger major bank. The
small bank then comes to this larger bank when their customers want hand-to-hand currency and
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their supply is low. They temporarily borrow from the larger bank while paying interest and
leaving it with some of their better loans as collateral. This correspondent arrangement works
because both parties have something to gain and because negotiation costs between only two
banks are not high. But in this arrangement, the larger bank will monitor the smaller bank to
whom it is lending and it will not allow it to make too many risky loans.

Free market central bank – its problems. In the arrangement of a free market central bank that
supplies currency that is as good as gold, the banks are able to expand their lending somewhat,
but they are still constrained in their lending. They cannot let their loan to deposit ratios decline
very far because their customers will pull out their deposits in the form of bank notes that are
backed up by the good-as-gold central bank notes. If the central bank keeps its currency as good
as gold, then the banks are forced to keep their bank money as good as the loans they make and
virtually as good as gold. Furthermore, the banks will discover that they all cannot use the central
bank at the same time; but because there are common business factors, such as crop failures or
industry failures, that place many banks under pressure at the same time, they need to use the
central bank at the same time. Furthermore, the central bank will run out of currency unless its
reserves of gold are very large. But they will not be very large because the individual banks will
be reluctant to give up too much of their own reserves to the central pool. They will consider the
insurance costs too high. In short, this kind of a free market central bank will not get around the
free market pressures on banks to keep up reserves, control loans, and not over-expand money.

Another futile step. It might occur to some banks simply to stop converting their notes into gold
at the request of customers. If one bank alone does this, the depositors will withdraw deposits as
currency and take them to a bank that continues to redeem in gold. Competition among banks to
make profits prevents this unilateral step. Furthermore, such a step breaks the contract with
depositors and is unlikely to be upheld in court. All the banks have to find a way to stop
redeeming in gold together. To overcome the market, they need an umbrella organization or a
cartel, but the free market central bank that maintains a gold deposit and doles it out in
emergencies is not enough. 

Undermining the free market. We are looking at matters from the point of view of banks and
government. Both wish to have more leeway than the free market allows. The banks wish to
make loans without being constrained by gold. The government wants them to be able to do this
so that it can borrow from the banks. They are being constrained by depositors who insist on
monitoring the banks and withdrawing gold, forcing them to liquidate the more risky loans
should they try to make them. The banks view the free market as most inconvenient and an
obstacle. If they try the free market central bank outlined above, it does not solve their problem
of undermining the free market. The question the reader should ponder is this: By what means
can the banks obtain a central bank that will undermine the free market? What features and
powers must such a bank have?

Step one – uniform bank notes. The ordering of these steps is not essential to our understanding
the central bank powers. We don’t need to know how and when the banks might realistically
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make each step real. Each of steps one through four is essential to their purpose, which is to
delink gold from their bank money. Steps five through seven will cement the cartelized system
even further. Step one is to stop competing against each other using different bank notes. The
idea is to issue a uniform bank note for all the banks so that depositors cannot tell them apart and
won’t distinguish them. This reduces the incentive to monitor individual banks, which in turn
reduces but does not eliminate the incentive to withdraw funds in gold. It is harder to monitor a
bank’s loans when there is no quoted price for its bank notes to signal its risk of failure. It is
easier for a bank under stress to provide a uniform currency to its depositors than to pay out gold,
for these notes can be used in exchange at existing prices and can be deposited in banks that are
thought to be more sound. For there to be a single and uniform currency, there must be a single
issuer. That issuer is a central bank. Organizationally, the central bank usually appears to be a
somewhat separate organization from the banks, but functionally it operates as a kind of wholly-
owned subsidiary or department jointly-owned by all the member banks that coordinates certain
matters such as the single type of currency. Step one by itself does not solve the problem. When
presented with checks written on its bank, a bank still has to come up with gold to settle
balances. Gold is going to have to be delinked from the bank notes.

Step two – legal tender law. If banks intend to make their money less sound, they must prevent
not only competing notes among themselves, but also the entry and competition from new banks
that offer sound money to the public. Any new money would necessarily have to be in the form
of a different bank note. This would be a tangible sign of the competition that the banks are
attempting to stifle. It goes against their goal, outlined in step one, of having a single currency.
The banks will have to enlist the power of government in preventing entry of new banks with
new monies, because in a free market anyone can enter any business, including the production of
money. Legal tender laws are an important step in accomplishing the goal of preventing the
competition of new money. (I examine the lack of a constitutional basis for legal tender laws in
an earlier article.) Legal tender laws declare the currency that must be accepted as payment of
debts. In some cases, the law says what may not be accepted. The U.S. law declares “United
States coins and currency (including Federal reserve notes and circulating notes of Federal
reserve banks and national banks) are legal tender for all debts, public charges, taxes, and dues.
Foreign gold or silver coins are not legal tender for debts.” This legal tender law immediately
elevates the currency of the FED to a privileged status, and once the FED cuts the cord
connecting gold to its notes, the banks are nearly home free. One important idea behind a legal
tender law is to embed and confirm one currency into the economy and to make it too costly for
any competition to emerge. Given that the governments require that taxes be paid in dollars, once
the major national companies and banks are using this currency, then smaller suppliers,
businesses, and banks will find it all but impossible to resist its use because they use clearing
systems that involve the larger banks. A legal tender law does not by itself create a uniform
currency because ordinary banks can, in the absence of laws forbidding private currency, use the
legal tender notes of a central bank as backing for their own notes; but it strongly discourages
such dual issues. Another idea behind a legal tender law is to allow the government to issue its
bonds to a central bank that then issues its legal tender notes against those bonds. In this way, the
government gets access to official money without the crass method of printing it up itself or
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issuing its own notes. The notes are those of a bank. They are legal tender. This method is
plausible enough and yet complicated enough to fool just about anyone who is not an expert in
banking or who is not willing to put in the time it takes to figure out which shell the pea is under.

Step three – forbid private currency. Governments forbid currency issues other than that of the
central bank, or they require that any kind of issue that is functioning as money be settled in the
legal tender dollars of the central bank. For example, Canada’s 1980 statute reads “Every bank or
other person who issues or reissues, makes, draws or endorses any bill, bond, note, cheque or
other instrument, intended to circulate as money, or to be used as a substitute for money, is guilty
of an offense against this Act.” Without such a restriction, anyone could buy large-denomination
Treasury bills and then issue small-denomination coupons or notes against them that promised
payment in the official currency; and these notes might circulate as money. Even this derivative
money has to be forbidden to stop the competition from other monies. Another method of ending
the competition is to tax the issuance of bank notes by individual banks as in the Australian Bank
Notes Tax Act of 1910. In the U.S., one can privately mint coins but one may not use them as
money. Title 18, Part I, Chapter 25, § 486 reads “Whoever, except as authorized by law, makes
or utters or passes, or attempts to utter or pass, any coins of gold or silver or other metal, or
alloys of metals, intended for use as current money, whether in the resemblance of coins of the
United States or of foreign countries, or of original design, shall be fined under this title or
imprisoned not more than five years, or both.” All such national laws directly outlaw private
money and a free market in banking and money. 

Case of no central bank note inflation. Suppose that steps one through three have been taken,
but that the central bank’s notes remains fully backed by gold. By definition, this means that the
central bank engages in no inflation. Inflation is defined as producing notes without
commensurate backing of valuable assets. Banks bring their loans to the central bank at times
when they want currency to meet depositor demands, but the central bank only takes loans that it
is sure are good. It takes more of them than the face value of the notes it supplies, and it charges
high rates of interest as well. In this case, the central bank’s notes have adequate backing and
there is no inflation. In this case, the central bank more or less acts as a legitimate lender of last
resort, although the currency is still forced and there is a cartel. But if the central bank acts in this
way, the banks have no incentive to expand their lending to more risky areas, because the central
bank will not lend its notes against such risky loans. In other words, a central bank that does not
inflate does not achieve the objective of the banks. Neither can a central bank acting this way
provide endless notes to fund government debts. Other steps are needed. It is necessary that the
central bank’s notes not be as good as gold if the free market restraints on individual banks are to
be reduced.

Step four – central bank note inflation. The general method by which a central bank delinks its
currency from gold and inflates is to issue more currency while not increasing its earning assets
or its gold. One way to do this is to absorb bad loans from member banks or other financial
institutions. This is definitely not the typical method, although it was used in 2008 and 2009 by
the FED. The central bank operates pretty much in the open. Its financial statements are audited.
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It really cannot make it a policy of intentionally taking in bad loans. The standard method of
pursuing inflation is open market operations. This consists in using one of the main powers
granted to it by the government, which is to pay for purchases of securities with its own notes
that are legal tender. In the U.S., the statute says, among other things: “Every Federal reserve
bank shall have power...To buy and sell in the open market, under the direction and regulations
of the Federal Open Market Committee, any obligation which is a direct obligation of, or fully
guaranteed as to principal and interest by, any agency of the United States.” Since Federal reserve
notes are legal tender, the FED pays for what it buys by creating Federal reserve notes. Its
checkbook is unlimited. One end result of such buying is that the amount of gold held by the
central bank declines relative to the number of notes it issues. The currency’s backing in gold
declines. Note inflation occurs. The use of gold as a medium of account is made to fade into
seeming oblivion when this occurs, although gold does no such thing and continues to be the
medium of account behind the scenes. The fact that gold’s price rises when a free market for it is
allowed shows that it continues to serve this function, as well as the fact that the central banks
dare not eliminate all their gold holdings.

Operation Cartel succeeds. With steps 1-4 in place, the banking system has circumvented the
free market. The central bank can issue any amount of its notes, unbacked by new amounts of
gold, and they are legal tender. The banks no longer issue their own notes. Instead they distribute
the central bank’s legal tender notes. Banks can expand their lending into new areas. If the loans
get into trouble, the central bank can supply the system with more new notes. Although the dollar
continues to be defined in terms of a fixed amount of gold, that connection is ignored as the
central bank creates new dollars at will. To get around that, the government has to remove any
rules that require the central bank to maintain a certain fixed proportion of gold to bank notes, if
such rules had been on the books. 

Bank reserves. The central bank has the power to control what are called the reserves of
individual banks. In the U.S., part of the statute reads “Each depository institution shall maintain
reserves against its transaction accounts as the [Federal Reserve] Board may prescribe by
regulation...” Banks, free market or not, always keep reserves. They are the amounts of cash
readily available to service depositors and settle imbalances with other banks. In the central
banking setup, reserves consist of Federal reserve currency or electronic credits convertible into
such currency. A market for such reserves exists among banks called the Federal Funds market.
The FED’s buying and selling of securities in open market operations have immediate and direct
effects on bank reserves. Buying raises bank reserves; selling lowers them. The requirement that
banks maintain reserves in Federal reserve notes is critical to the FED’s control over the entire
banking system. The cartel in this way provides itself with a way for the entire banking system to
expand since the central bank has an unlimited checkbook to buy securities and create bank
reserves.

Multiple deposit creation. The central bank coordinates and controls the overall potential
volume of loans and deposits throughout the entire banking system through a process known as
multiple deposit creation or expansion. Ordinary banks must, by law, hold reserves at the
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central bank. Open market operations control the amount of reserves, which, in turn, control the
possible amount of bank lending. Note inflation by the central bank through buying securities
and writing checks expands the system’s ability to offer loans by a multiple greater than one due
to the fact that banks are fractional-reserve banks.

Bank loan expansion. Although I will mention several more important steps, the ones already
indicated are enough to end the free market in money and banking. Once the central bank can
expand the overall system capacity to make loans in a single and uniform currency that is legal
tender and that it can create to any extent it wishes, the banks have achieved their aim. Under the
coordinating influence of the central bank, the system can expand its lending far beyond the
limits that a free banking system imposes. This has important economic effects, some of which I
describe here, here, and here. 

Seigniorage. Although it buys assets in the form of securities, the central bank does not keep all
the earnings that accrue through its money-creating open market operations. Excess earnings
beyond operation costs revert to the government’s treasury. The same is true of other central
banks. If the central bank were allowed to keep the earnings on the securities that it buys with a
pocketbook empty of gold but filled with its blank checks, the central bank’s power would grow
beyond that of the government. No government can allow that to happen; the government takes
the profit from creating money. This not only keeps the central bank under control, but also it is a
revenue source for the government. Seigniorage refers to the profit that the government makes
by its monopoly creation of money via the central bank. Seigniorage varies across countries. In
the U.S., it was about 2 percent of government spending between 1971 and 1990. In a country
with greater inflation, such as Turkey, it was 15 percent. Many countries rely on this inflation tax
for 5-25 percent of their government spending. In other words, central bank note inflation is a
profitable operation for a government.

Step five – deposit insurance. In many banking systems, most bank depositors don’t worry
about their bank’s soundness and loans because their deposits are insured by a federal agency.
Where this occurs, the free market incentive to monitor the bank’s operations has been further
destroyed. It has been usually replaced by some sort of federal regulations on loans and watchdog
regulators, a system that regularly fails and produces repeated bank crises. With deposit
insurance in place, banks are much more free to expand their lending into more risky arenas and
to borrow capital themselves in order to make more such loans.

Step six – outlaw and seize gold. This step, like deposit insurance, provides icing on the cake. It
is not a necessary step but, when instituted, it solidifies the dominance of the state system of
money by removing gold from commerce and contract. The seizure and outlawing of gold among
private citizens within a country means that gold can no longer be used as a medium of exchange
and a medium of redemption. A brief outline of the gold seizure by the government of the U.S. in
1933 is here. The general effect of no longer having to redeem currencies in gold is that the
central banks can far more easily inflate their note issues without worrying about the
consequences. They still face certain limits, for very high inflation and hyperinflation undermine
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the economy. When a banking system fails, the results are politically unpalatable. But the banks
have far more leeway in approaching those limits. Consequently, note inflation has been the
general order of the day, with central banks and governments pulling back only when they had to
due to experiencing adverse severe economic effects. Prior to 1933, the general level of prices of
goods and assets in the U.S. used to retreat after inflationary episodes. After 1933, these prices
rise without any apparent limit.

Step seven – stop gold redemption to foreigners. Trade among countries using different
currencies has the effect that each country that sells goods to others ends up receiving foreign
currencies when exports exceed imports. These imbalances were generally settled by redemption
by gold until 1971, although there were many instances of suspending such redemption. In 1971,
the U.S. unilaterally stopped redeeming dollars presented by foreign countries for gold. This
mirrored the actions taken domestically against gold in 1933. Since no central bank had to
redeem in gold after 1971, governments and central banks gained a new degree of freedom
domestically. Some had the incentive to manipulate their exchange rates so as to affect
production for export. Others wished to stimulate imports. Without redemption of currencies in
gold providing a constraint, the world’s central banks had a much easier time inflating their note
issues. The result has been a general worldwide inflation. Some recent data on that score are
here. Some domestic U.S. evidence is here.

Official devaluation. Another method of note inflation is an official devaluation. The monetary
authority raises the price of gold in dollars, or, what is the same thing, lowers the official gold
content per dollar. Suppose that each dollar is officially the equivalent of 0.05 oz of gold, and
suppose that the central bank has 100 oz of gold. It can issue 2,000 good-as-gold dollars. Now
suppose that it declares that each dollar will have a content or backing of 0.025 oz of gold.
Where dollars and gold used to be $20/oz, they now become $40/oz. The immediate effect of this
change, even when no new dollars are issued, is that persons who hold dollars can exchange
them for only half as much gold. Hence the dollar is devalued. Anyone who is owed dollars
suffers an immediate loss, as he will be repaid in dollars with lower gold content. If other
countries do not devalue their currencies, the effect is to make the dollar cheaper versus other
currencies. Suppose that a pound was worth $5 and 0.25 oz of gold prior to the devaluation.
Afterwards, a pound can buy $10 that are worth 0.25 oz of gold. The devaluation makes prices of
goods that foreigners might wish to import from the U.S. appear much cheaper. As they purchase
these goods, prices will rise in the U.S. American exporters will benefit to the extent that they do
not require to import foreign goods, which will now be more expensive to Americans.

Medium of account? To end private money and replace it with central bank (or government)
money is to weaken the connection between gold, which is our term for the assets that back
currency issues, and issues of currency and derivative money. In central bank systems of 2009,
gold is not a medium of exchange and not a medium of redemption. There has to be a medium of
account or else prices are completely unmoored. No money can be a 100 percent fiat money
backed by nothing except government force and edict without rapidly losing its exchange value.
People will not accept a rapidly-inflating currency at its face value. They will apply a discount,
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which means that prices in the economy will rise. They must be rising relative to something.
There must be some standard or standards of value upon which prices remain based. I submit that
that standard remains GOLD. The major central banks of the world still maintain gold as a part
of their assets, or else they hold some assets whose value depends on gold. They have to. If they
did not, their currencies would become altogether worthless rather than the depreciating pieces of
paper with declining gold backing that they are. Through thick and thin, through all the many
inflations of all the many central banks, gold remains the standard of value. Gold remains the
medium of account. Gold remains the world’s money par excellence. If there is another that has
been serving this purpose, what is it?

Summary and conclusions. I began by defining a free market. Actual markets are typically not
perfectly free, as there is usually a degree of force being applied by government. The concept of a
free market provides a way to contrast State-controlled money and banking with a free market.
That helps us understand more clearly those properties of money and a banking system that arise
in a decentralized and spontaneous way in a free market versus those that are forcefully imposed
by a State and its government in order to further the ends of certain specific groups of persons
such as those who run the government, ordinary bankers, and central bankers and their coterie of
experts.

I explained the free market properties of money as including medium of account, unit of account,
medium of exchange, and medium of redemption. The medium of account property is the key
one. It identifies money with a particular valuable good. I used the term gold as a generic term to
mean such an asset and the term dollar to mean a specified quantity of that asset. Then we were
able to define and understand fiat money as a State-regulated money whose basic properties are
distorted or reshaped by the force of law in directions away from those of free market money. 

Next, we looked into the properties of banks in a free market. Their basic property is the
simultaneous creation of loans and deposits (or credit notes) that are redeemable upon demand
into a medium of redemption that may be the medium of account (gold.) If the bank is able to
create a circulation, then these notes become a medium of exchange or a money. Individual free
market banks produce individual notes. Money is privately produced on a competitive basis. The
bank’s loans and accompanying money issues are constrained by the fact that anyone who comes
into possession of a bank note can redeem it for the medium of redemption. Notes can possibly
go to a discount if banks over-issue them. There can be bank runs that quickly shrink a bank. To
be sound, a bank has to shape its business model to insure against such contingencies. This
includes conservative lending policies. The extent of fractional-reserving in such a system is
likely to be noticeable but not excessive. The free market restraint on note production means that
note inflation cannot occur on a long-lasting basis.

This free market description allows us to contrast the State-controlled system of banking under a
central bank and to posit that the reason for the State-controlled system is to benefit the banks
and the State primarily, as well as the central bankers. We analyzed the specific benefits that
accrue to the government that forms the banking cartel and the cartel members. State control
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comes in a wide variety of forms and through many kinds of measures. I argued that banks that
sought to form a cartel in a free market by forming a central bank would not be able to achieve
that aim due to being unable to enforce agreements that reconciled their differences of interest
and not even being able to reach such agreements. Only by the use of State power as an
organizing instrument that forms a central bank with power over all the banks can a cartel be
formed. I outlined the seven main steps that typically are taken in order to replace the free market
with the government-organized system. These include measures like legal tender laws, a uniform
currency, outlawing private money, central bank power to expand notes indefinitely without
redeeming them in the same amount of gold, deposit insurance, gold confiscation, and refusal to
honor the redemption of the dollar into gold. It actually takes a considerable amount of legal
force and manipulation in order to stem free market rivalry and produce a system that allows the
banks to expand their loans and note issues into risky areas that depositors and note holders
prevent in a free market. Even with a panoply of violent interventions into the market, the system
faces pressures from foreign competition. We did not examine how the most important State in
terms of its economy and political power then seeks to make its notes (currency) into a world
reserve currency so as to maintain its own system domestically, but that is an outcome that has
also occurred.

At the outset, I mentioned a series of central banking myths, all embedded into the myth that
expert economists need government power in order to produce a stable and/or workable system
of money and banking and the myth that expert economists are capable of using such power in a
knowledgeable way to correct the supposed defects of the free market system. 

Why really do central banks exist? Central banks demolish free market money and banking, to
whatever extent, large or small, they existed prior to central banking. They replace them with
monopolized State money or forced money and a banking cartel. Central banks are creatures of
the banks and the government, devised and arranged for the benefits they confer upon these two
institutions.

The current faith and trust in government and in their associated experts to render economies
sound, growing, and prosperous approaches the status of an extraordinary mass delusion of the
crowd. It is accompanied by an equally important delusion, which is that the free market is
incapable of bringing social benefits and is actually detrimental to social well-being. These ideas
are madness. They are false ideas. They are the reverse of truth. They can only result in great
social harm. These are the ideas that formed the basis of the Soviet Union’s economic policies
for seven decades. The Russian Communists took them to their logical extreme by abolishing
free markets and private property. To kill off markets, or to attempt to since they never fully
succeeded, they had to kill off millions of their own people and render many more millions
prisoners within their own society. The result was a dire, widespread, and alarming poverty with
resources directed at ends that benefited only narrow interest groups that included the bureaucrats
and the military. The system extinguished the lives, liberties, and properties of Russians and
other peoples in their Union. The contrast with the earlier history of America, whose relatively
free markets and protection of private property attracted millions of immigrants from all over the
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world, could not be more stark. A high degree of prosperity was the result. America went the way
of the Soviet Union in the twentieth century, although not to the same degree and without ever
acknowledging openly that it was doing so. America has not yet reversed course. It ponders the
further socialization or communization of health care. It ponders further controlling all energy
use in the country. It has already extinguished free market money and banking. The chaotic
results are coming in. The government-controlled monetary system of the U.S. has all but failed.
Only the most drastic expansions of bank notes and government debt are keeping it afloat for
awhile longer. Socially, politically, and economically, if the U.S. continues on this path, the
outcomes will be similar to those in the U.S.S.R. The alternative is to move back to free markets,
as has been done in Communist China. Americans need to reject the faith they have in big
government manned by experts. There is no reason for such faith. Certainly there is no reason for
such faith in economists. Far, far too many miseducated economists who have the public ear and
who occupy influential government posts hold to self-serving doctrines of government control
and economic manipulation. They engage themselves and Americans on an iterative process that
perpetuates the basic myths. Every cluster of disastrous mistakes that they make is followed only
by their modifying their models and paradigms or shifting them onto new ground that supposedly
solves the problems that have cropped up. But all the while they continue to maintain the most
important false assumption, which is that government by experts is the basic process that should
be in place. This assumption secures them positions of status, power, and wealth, but for the
society at large it is mass delusion and madness.
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